
7 Great Ways to Improve

Your Spring & Summer
Summers are never long enough, and Spring is just 
around the corner... so we have seven great ways 
for you to get ready & get set to enjoy this coming 
summer, and they all begin with getting outdoors.

Outdoor entertaining may have grown into a 
category, but at its heart, it's spending time with 
those that matter most.

1. Outdoor Speakers - Whether you are providing a
cozy soundtrack for a lazy day, or hosting friends for
dinner outdoors, speakers transform your backyard
into a musical haven and get you - outdoors.

2. Outdoor TV's - Outdoor entertaining with friends &
family is a great way to use that patio or backyard
space. Outdoor televisions have proven themselves
as a great investment being being used and
enjoyed by everyone - outdoors.

3. Outdoor WiFi - New robust WiFi networks provide
the speed and range you need for you and your
guests while you're outdoors. WiFi provides you
access to streaming music, movies and the web -
outdoors.

4. Outdoor Lighting - Lighting is essential for outdoor
entertaining at night. We have some versatile and
attractive outdoor lighting fixtures and control
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solutions for creating a warm and inviting 
atmosphere - outdoors.

5. Outdoor Entertaining - When you have the lighting
and the music, and perhaps the WiFi, or the TV,
you're able to provide a more inviting and
memorable place for your friends to come over and
stay awhile. Cook out, dine out and hang out.
Together. That's the point.

6. Your Town's Music Festival - Saturday, June 17
Stop in for our Your Annual Open House. Some great 
acts are on stage at the 2024 Local Musical Event 
Festival. We will have good food served up along 
with the latest gear from JBL, Klipsch, KEF, Paradigm, 
Pioneer, Marantz, Josh AI and more.. Stop in, just say 
Hi! and grab a plate and a drink before you head 
into hear some great Blues & Jazz!

DETAILS: Blues & Jazz Festival

7. Your Town's Local Event - May 18 & 19, 2024
On May 18, there is over $50 Million worth of 
supercars at one of THE LARGEST supercar shows in 
the world, benefiting Make-A-Wish supporting
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Kentucky, Ohio Foundation at the Ohio Expo Center 
& State Fair. These cars are super rare, super exotic 
and super fast. Definitely a great day to see some 
esoteric cars!

DETAILS: Supercar Display

1. Outdoor Speakers

Outdoor speakers are acoustically engineered to
deliver a broad, expansive soundstage with tight,
deep bass, so no matter where you are – they sound
great!

We offer different brands and styles of outdoor
speakers for different locations around your home,
wall mount, ground installation or bollard design,
they all provide great sound, season after season.
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Above are examples of Revel L42XCs bollard design
speakers that function both as lights and speakers in
one neat and tidy installation.

Below are examples of Episode bollard design
speakers that function both as lights and speakers in
one neat and tidy installation. We have many
brands and styles to choose from.

JBL XD Outdoor Speakers at 20% off until June 30,
2023
JBL XD5 Retail: $450 pair / Sale: $359 pair
JBL XD6 Retail: $600 pair / Sale: $479 pair

The JBL Stage XD Series are all-weather speakers are
designed for both outdoor and indoor use and are
intended to be particularly flexible mounting
solutions and high-dynamic sound.  They are
essentially, outdoor versions of the JBL Stage
Architectural Series. They can be used as a ceiling or
wall-mounted speaker. These JBL's sound unlike the
usual boxy, dull outdoor speaker.

They are open, transparent and dynamic without a
hint of being over etched or sibilant. Overall, a
versatile, well balanced and powerful speaker, and
now on sale.
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From Bernstein to Springsteen... music is a treasure
that we can share with everyone at the table, by the
fire, or just keep it to ourselves while in the hammock.

Music outdoors... it's summertime!

2. Outdoor Television

We have installed many brands of outdoor
televisions over the years and have gained
significant experience in installing outdoor televisions.
We sell Sunbrite TV's for all the right reasons.

SunBriteTV builds outdoor TVs that are specifically
built for the outdoors, not an indoor TV modified to
work outdoors. Made in the USA, these true all-
weather, outdoor TV's resist the harsh effects of rain,
insects, dirt, extreme temperatures and UV rays, all
while delivering superior brightness, contrast and
reliability.

You will be impressed at the picture performance.
But just relax, sit back and enjoy the game, the show
or the movie.
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SunbriteTV brand

SunBriteTV creates the only outdoor TVs that are
specifically built for the outdoor environment, not an
indoor TV modified to work outdoors. Made in the
USA, these true all-weather, outdoor LED-LCD TV's
resist the harsh effects of rain, insects, dirt, extreme
temperatures, and UV rays all while delivering
superior brightness, contrast and reliablity.

SunBriteTV's are organized into three categories
based on the amount of light and cover you are
providing the set: Full Shade - Veranda Series, Partial
Sun - Signature 2 Series, Full Sun - Pro 2 Series. One of
the biggest hurdles to overcome with an outdoor tv,
especially when placed in full sun, is the ability of the
television to be significantly brighter than the sunlight
landing on the screen. That's a tall order for any
television.

Below: when you install the TV into full or partial
shade, the challenge of delivering a picture with
extreme high brightness & contrast levels has been
reduced, so when the demands on the picture
come down, the TV price also comes down.
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You will be impressed at the picture performance.
But relax, sit back and enjoy the game, the show or
the movie.

it's summertime... It's showtime!

3. Outdoor WiFi

New robust WiFi networks provide the speed and
range you need for you and your guests while you're
outdoors. Extending the WiFi network to outside your
home will help you stay connected while you and
your guests are outdoors - anywhere.

Stream your favorite music to your favorite wireless
speakers, or get outside and get some office work
done.

Be outside and be connected anywhere on
your property.
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4. Outdoor Lighting

Outdoor lighting is a very desirable asset for your
home. There are several categories of outdoor
lighting, including ambient lighting, task lighting,
accent lighting, and safety & security lighting.

Smart outdoor Lighting
By using modern lighting components and
leveraging the advantages of a modern
Smartphone app from Control4 or Lutron, you can
create a well-designed outdoor lighting system that
enhances your property, and most of all, using it to
the full in the summertime.
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Outdoor lighting creates the opportunity for
you, your family & friends to spend less time
staying indoors - and more time - enjoying the
outdoors.  

5. Outdoor Entertaining

Outdoor entertaining may have grown into a
category, but at it's heart, it is spending time with
those that matter most.

Summer dinners with family & friends and food
makes for memorable days and nights. The older we
get, the more we realize just how important it is to
make those connections and memories come
together.

Closing
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Our 7 great ways to improve your summer isn't about
gadgets and gizmo's.

Outdoor entertaining is at its simplest, bringing
family & friends together.

Technology brings the outdoor experience together
with lighting and music, couple it with a Control4
Smartphone and even the most technically
challenged are in full control. Add the outdoor WiFi
and you have a vast library of streaming music and
internet for you and your guests to stay connected
and stay longer.

We'll help with the technology, you provide the
dinner and friends and make this summer, the best
summer in memory! We hope to see you soon!

Best wishes to you and your family,
from our family,

Your name 
President, 
Your AV Co
Address, Your town, AZ
800-123-4567

Company Video
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